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Heat-kernel expansion at finite temperature
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We show how the zero-temperature result for the heat-kernel asymptotic expansion can be generalized
to the finite-temperature one. We observe that this general result depends on the interesting ratio &r/P,
where r is the regularization parameter and P=1/T, so that the zero-temperature limit P~ ~ corre-
sponds to the "cutoff" limit ~~0. As an example, we discuss some aspects of the axial model at finite

temperature.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most important motivations for studying
quantum field theories (QFT's) at nonzero temperature is
closely related to the study of cosmology. Standard
cosmology, or more generally, any reasonable cosmologi-
cal model, predicts a very high temperature for matter
and radiation in the early days of the Universe. We have
no reason to expect that the symmetries present in the
early Universe have remained the same ones until the
present stage of the Universe, after cooling down for such
a long period. Phase transitions certainly occurred and it
is precisely their existence that justifies the study of QFT
at finite temperature. Since the mass scale introduced by
grand unified theories (GUT s) is inaccessible, the
different cosmological predictions (which presumably in-
volve temperature effects) stated by different theories may
shed some light in the choice of the theory which better
describes nature. Of course there are other branches of
physics where temperature effects may have an important
role, as for example, in heavy-ion collisions.

However, in this paper we shall not be concerned with
early Universe calculations, or with any direct (detect-
able) temperature calculation, but with more technical as-
pects, regarding the formalism of QFT at finite tempera-
ture itself.

Dolan and Jackiw [1] have investigated the symmetry
behavior of field theories at finite temperature. They
showed, for instance, that in massless quantum electro-
dynamics in two dimensions the mass of the gauge boson
of the theory ("photon mass") acquired dynamically
remains the same for all finite temperatures. Their stra-
tegy was to show that the vacuum-polarization tensor at
finite temperature coincides with the one at zero tempera-
ture.
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Recently, these results were rederived in the path-
integral framework by Reuter and Dittrich [2]. These au-
thors used a technique very similar to Fujikawa's original
work [3], where the chiral anomaly is extracted from the
noninvariance of the fermionic functional measure under
infinitesimal chiral transformations. In fact, in order to
obtain a regularized expression for the fermionic deter-
minant at finite temperature, Reuter and Dittrich used
the g-function regularization prescription, introduced a
long time ago by some authors [4]. This technique
proved to be a very useful and elegant method for com-
puting anomalies in QFT [5] (an excellent review of this
method containing as applications the computation of
anomalies as well as the exact solution of several two-
dimensional models is given by Gamboa-Saravi et al.
[6]).

Motivated by the paper of Reuter and Dittrich [2], our
purpose here is to analyze in a more systematic way what
happens to the asymptotic expansion of the heat kernel
when we deal with QFT at finite temperature using the
path-integral Euclidean space-time forinalism [7]. We
construct a generalization of this asymptotic expansion at
finite temperature trying to keep as much as possible a
close analogy with the zero-temperature case. We also
define generalized Seeley's coefficients, which are now P
dependent (as well as dependent on the regularization pa-
rameter r), in a natural way to give us a transparent in-
terpretation of the limits P~ ac and ~~0. As will be-
come clear, this expansion is of fundamental importance
in the evaluation of the Seeley's coefficients [8] through
the g-function method.

This work is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we re-
view some aspects of the heat-kernel asymptotic expan-
sion at zero temperature. In Sec. III, we obtain the main
results of this paper. Here, we construct explicitly the
expression for the diagonal part of the heat kernel at
finite temperature. As an application, we discuss in Sec.
IV the axial model at finite temperature and derive its
anomaly. This model was introduced by Rothe and
Stamatescu [9], and since then, it has been discussed at
zero temperature in a fiat space-time [10],as well as in a
curved space-time [11]. Here, in order to consider this
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model at nonzero temperature, we calculate the Jacobian
associated with infinitesimal chiral transformations over
the fermionic functional measure at finite temperature.
Section V is left for the conclusions and some final re-
marks. An appendix is included to make this paper self-
contained.

II. THE HEAT-KERNEL KXPANSIGN AT ZERO
TEMPERATURE

where [(I)„(x)] is usually the set of eigenfunctions of the
Hermitian Dirac operator 8 present in the original I.a-
grangian.

There are difFerent ways of regularizing the last expres-
sion. For instance, one can use the heat-kernel method
(this is essentially Fujikawa's approach [3]),and write the
regularized anomaly as

hm «[y5H(x, x;~)],
&~0

(2.2)

In this section, we review for the sake of completeness
the heat-kernel asymptotic expansion at zero tempera-
ture. It was originally constructed by DeWitt [12] in
curved space-times based on the Schwinger integral rep-
resentation for propagators [13], so this is also known as
the Schwinger-DeWitt expansion. To solve the integral
equation for the coefficients, DeWitt used recursive rela-
tions, but we will follow the constructive approach of
Nepomechie [14], which is better suited for the path-
integral treatment since it is related to Fujikawa's
method, although restricted to Hat space-time.

It is well known that in nonperturbative calculations of
chiral anomalies using a path-integral approach, we must
regularize the ill-defined quantity [3] (the "anomaly" )

A—:g Pt (x)y~(()„(x), (2.1)

related to the heat kernel by a Mellin transformation

K(x,x;s)= J "r' 'H(x, x;r)dr .
1

I's o
(2.6)

It is worth mentioning that the heat-kernel approach
does not always yield finite results. This accidentally
happens in the chiral-anomaly case due to the presence of
the y5 matrix (and a trace to be performed), but divergent
results survive when this method is used, for instance, in
the computation of the conformal anomaly. On the other
hand, the g-function approach always gives finite results.
A comparison of these methods with explicit examples
can be found in the literature [15]. In any case, an
asymptotic expansion (r (& 1) for the heat kernel is need-
ed. Let us, then, show how to obtain this asymptotic ex-
pansion for a general case. We shall follow Nepomechie's
construction [14].

Consider the Euclidean space operator 6, which in
coordinate space is given by

5„=—D„D„+X,
where

(2.7)

D„=B„+Aq, (2.8)

=e '5 (x —x') . (2.9)

It can be shown that the kernel (2.9) satisfies the heat
equation

and we shall be restricted by the condition that A„and X
are not difFerential operators. Then, we define the heat
kernel in a Aat d-dimensional space-time associated with
the operator 6 by

H (x,x', r) = (xl e 'alx' &

where +b,„H(x,x', r)=0 .
7

(2.10)

H(x, x';r)=&xle ~ lx'&

—wg 2

=e "5(x —x') . (2.3)

Alternatively, one can use the g-function approach and
write [6]

After using the Fourier representation for the Dirac
delta function and also making a careful use of some
operator identities, the diagonal part of the heat kernel
(2.9) can be written as [14]

' d/2

A l &= limtr[y5K (x,x;s)],
s —+0

where

K(x,x', s)=(xl(g ) 'lx'}

=(8„) '5(x —x') .

(2.4)

(2.5)

H(x, x;r) = 1

4m'v

dk k~" 1X J d&2
e g (2ik.DV r rb,„}-7T"" 0 m!

(2.11)

It is called sometimes the negative-power kernel and it is

I

Now we can expand the binomial as

(2ik D&r rh„)—
j=0 cyc. perm.

( —1)'(»k &)'(&„) (2.12)

where the sum over cyclic permutations of the noncommuting factors k.D and 5„ is responsible for the absence of the
usual binomial coefficients. Noting that all terms containing odd powers of k„ in (2.11}vanish (due to integration over
k), we conclude that only the integer powers of r do contribute to the asymptotic expansion of the heat kernel
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H(x, x;r) =
' d/2

n =0 1=0 cyc. perm.

(2.13)

where we have defined n =m —j/2 and l =m —n.
Therefore, the asymptotic expansion for the heat ker-

nel reads

Using (2.15) and (2.16) we can calculate, for example,
the first three coefficients

H(x, x;r)=
' d/2

g a (x)r
m=0

(2.14)
ap=1

a)= —X,

(2.17a)

(2.17b)
where the Seeley's coefficients are identified as

n d "k

1=0 cyc. perm.

(2.15)

(2.16a)

d "k
e k„k„=5„,,

d kf e " k„k„k ki1= ,'(5„„5'—+5„5„s+5„p5) .

(2.16b)

(2.16c)

As it is well known in the literature, these coefficients
do not depend on the dimension d of the space-time.
Here this can be understood if we realize that all depen-
dence on d will disappear after the following integrations
are done:

a, = ,'X'
—,'(D'—X—)+—,', [D„,D„]' . (2.17c)

The first one rejects a normalization choice and the last
two are useful to calculate the chiral anomalies in two-
and four-dimensional space-times, respectively [6].

III. THE HEAT-KERNEL EXPANSION AT FINITE
TEMPERATURE

The results of the previous section can be carefully ex-
tended to the finite-temperature case. The main
difference is that the space-time symmetry is broken in
the sense that the limit of the integration on the time
variable in the partition function is restricted to the inter-
val (O,p= 1/T). In all subsequent calculations thermal
equilibrium is assumed. Then, thermal Green s functions
are simply given by

tr[e ~+T(4(x, )4(xz ) 4(x ) ) ]
G&(4(x, )4(x2) 4(x ))=

tr(e ~ )

pe "(n~T(4(x, )4(x2) 4(x ))~n )

—PE„
e

(3.1)

tr . e ~ T exp i fj (x)4(x)dx

tr(e ~ )
(3.2)

where the trace is over any complete set of states. Hence,
making use of a perturbative scheme, we can compute, in
principle, any quantity which is calculable at zero tern-
perature.

It is worth mentioning that, contrary to what happens
at zero temperature, to work with the Minkowski or Eu-

where [ ~
n ) ] is a complete set of eigenfunctions of & and

T means the usual time-ordering operator. The zero-
temperature limit can be straightforwardly obtained from
(3.1).

In analogy with the zero-temperature case, a thermal
generating functional can also be constructed,

I

clidean theory makes a great difference, and distinct tech-
niques have been constructed for these two cases. A very
clear discussion of both methods (imaginary time and real
time), is given by Rivers [16]. We shall consider here the
Euclidean-time formalism [7].

However, in our following discussion, the thermal gen-
erating functional is not really necessary. It suffices to
consider the partition function Z(p) of the theory at
hand.

It can be shown that Z(p) for quantum electrodynam-
ics is given by [2] (from now on we shall work in a d-
dimensional space-time)

Z(p)= f [dA„][dl(][dttr]

x exp f dx0 fdx;[g(i4 —m)p 4F&„]—
0

(3.3)
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where g=—iy"(r)„—eA„) and the subscript I'p means
that the functional integration must be taken over those
functions which are periodic (for Bose fields) and an-
tiperiodic (for Fermi fields) under translation x0~x0+ p.

The heat-kernel expansion appears when we regularize
the anomaly in order to compute the Jacobian associated
with infinitesimal chiral rotations of the fermionic fields.
In the above case, the heat kernel would be

with h„=8 +m and the subscript P in the Dirac delta
function is a reminder that its Fourier representation
must be compatible with the periodic (antiperiodic) con-
ditions on the variable xo.

Observing that 5p(x —x') appears through the com-
pleteness relation of the eigenfunctions of g, and
remembering that this operator acts on antiperiodic func-
tions, the Fourier representation for the Dirac delta func-
tion takes the form

Hp(x, x', r) =e "5p(x —x'), (3.4)

1 ~ (2in/P)(n + ) /2)(xc —xc)
p5 x —x' =5 x—x'— e

+ oo d "kf eik(x —x')

I3
'

I3
(3.5)

(n +—,')Hp(x, x'; r) =e

If one is interested in temperature effects on boson fields, (n + 1/2) must be replaced by n in the above formulas because
of the periodic behavior of these fields under the translation x0 —+x0+p.

Using (3.5) we can extend the zero-temperature definition of heat kernel (2.3) to the finite-temperature case:

+ oo d
x y f ik(x —x') (3.6)(2~)'" 13

' P

Proceeding with calculations similar to those for the zero-temperature case, we find that the diagonal part of
Hp(x, x', r) is given by

Hp(x, x;r) =
d/2

d "k
7T"" m! (3.7)

where we have made the usual rescaling [14] k„~k&/&r. Performing the integration over k0 and expanding the bino-
mial, we find

Hp(x, x;r) = 1

4m&

d/2
4m.r
p2

' 1/2

dd 'k +
J

(d —1)/2
7T oo

—4m.
(n +1/2)2 —k

p2 J

(2k D) (hx) r lk (2n/P)V'6n+)/2) '
m =0 ) =0 cyc. perm.

(3.8)

~here we have dropped the half-integer powers of ~ as in the zero-temperature case since the integrals over odd powers
of k. still vanish and the sum over odd powers of ko with respect to n, vanishes too.

In order to keep the analogy with the zero-temperature case, and also for future convenience when analyzing the lim-
its of physical interest, we shall cast Hp(x, x; r}into the form

d/2

Hp(x, x;r) = g a (&r/13)r
m=0

(3.9}

but this time, as we will show explicitly, the "generalized coefficients" a are functions of the ratio )/r/13 that do not
admit a power-series expansion at &r/P=O Comparing (3..8) and (3.9), we see that these generalized coefficients are
given by

2&m~ d k, +" 4 2

(n + 1/2) r —k.
p2 J

( +I)) x kc
—(2n/P)+r(n+1/2)1=0 cyc. perm.

(3.10)
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The series over n is slowly convergent but we can transform it into a rapidly convergent one in order to be able to take
the first few terms as an approximate result. This can be done using a generalized theta function transformation [17]
(see the Appendix)

1/2

[ ( + 1 /2)2]pe
—y(n+ i/2) — P

f7 = QO y. 2p

where

2Ip
I!(p —l)!(2l —1)!!

I=On=1

QO P
( 1)n

—nn /y y
2 2

Ct'
y

(3.11)

(3.12)

p is a non-negative integer and (2p —1)!!=1X3X X(2p —1). From (3.10) we can calculate the temperature-
dependent coefficients a (~~/P). Using (2.16a) to perform integrations over kj we find

+"
ao(&r/P) =2 g exp

13

4 2

r(n +1/2) (3.13)

Applying the transformation (3.11) [with p =0 and (2p —1)!!= 1] in ao(V'r/P) we arrive at

ao(&r/13)=1+2 g ( —1)"exp
—n P2

4~
(3.14)

This generalized coefficient reduces to the zero-temperature one when we take the limit P~ ~, so ao(0) =ao, given

by Eq. (2.17a).
In order to compute a) (&r/13), we also start from (3.10). Doing the integrations (2.16a) and (2.16b) and applying the

transformation (3.11) with p =0, 1 we get

v'vr. +-
(2, (&v./P) =2 g exp

4 2 4 2

r(n+1/2) b,„+D +2DO r(n +1/2)

= —I lt2 g ( —1)"exp
n=1

n 2P2

4z

oo 2 2

+D g (
—1)"

n=1 7
exp

n 2P2

4~
(3.15)

where

X =5„+D (3.16)

The coefficient (3.15) also reduces to the zero-
temperature one (2„given by (2.17b) in the limit p~ 00.
In fact, only the term multiplied by X in (3.15) does not
vanish. This happens because in these calculations, as
well as in the zero-temperature one, we have assumed
that the product

e
—ik.x(&it() )eik.x (3.17)

which appears repeatedly in the power-series expansion
of exp( rb„) (after a conveni—ent insertion of unities
such as 1 =e'""e '"")was applied to an arbitrary function

f (x) which, at the end of the calculations, must be put
equal to one. This implies that any remainder differential
operator from these produces must vanish, so we can
write

1+2 g (
—1)"exp

n=1

—n 2 2

(3.19)

The remainders depend on exp( nP /4r—) times some
power of n P /r and also retain diff'erential operators
(even powers of Do ), so that they vanish at the end of the
calculations. With this established, we write a general re-
lation connecting the generalized coefficients i2 (&r/)p)
with their zero-temperature partners a (0):

is not broken. The temperature-dependent behavior of
the first coefficients ao(v r/p) and a)(&r/p) are also

accomplished by the others of highest order. This is so
because the temperature-independent terms [those which
are not multiplied by exp( —n P /4~)], and the terms
which are only multiplied by exp( nP /4r) withou—t
any power of nP /r ca—n be collected together repro-
ducing the zero-temperature coefficients times

a)(&r/(P)= —X 1+2 g ( —1)"exp
n=1

(3.18)

(2 (v r/p)=a (0) 1+2 g ( —1)"exp
n=1

—n P
4w

(3.20)

It is interesting to note that this final cancellation of
the differential operators does not really occur in the
zero-temperature case, because the space-time symmetry

Besides the practical motivation of this formula, we
want to discuss its physical implications. First, the tem-
perature dependence of the coefficients is exactly the
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same for all coefficients of any order, so that, temperature
is a global e8'ect. This homogeneous behavior, may
wrongly suggest a renormalization in all coefficients, but
this would depend itself on the temperature. Second, all
temperature dependence appears through the ratio
&r/13. Since the regularization prescribes that the limit
~~0 must be taken, we see that this limit is equivalent to
taking P~ ao, so the complete regularization is tempera-
ture independent. This behavior explains why such quan-
tities as anomalies which can be calculated from the
coefficients a (&~/P) are free from the temperature.

The interesting result given by (3.20) can also be ex-
tended to the heat-kernel expansion. Substituting (3.20)
into (3.9) we obtain

d/2

and

J~= 2(B„q&B"p m—oqP) . (4.3)

f= [1+igoy5a(x)]g',

g =P'[1+igoy5a(x ) ] .
(4.4)

Transformations (4.4) give rise, as usual, to the non-
trivial Jacobian

r

J(a)= exp 2igo fd x a(x)A(x) (4.5)

In fact, only the fermionic sector of Z(P) will be
relevant for the discussion regarding the anomaly. Fol-
lowing the standard procedure [3], we make the following
infinitesimal chiral transformations

H&(x, x;r) =

X g a (0)w
m=0

1 )ne
—n P /4r

n=1 A(x)
~
&= limtr[y5K~(x, x;s)],

s~O
(4.6)

where, as before, A(x) =g Pt y5$, and the factor 2 is
due to both contributions, one coming from the change of
[dg] and the other from [dg].

At finite temperature, the g-function regularization
prescription means to write

(3.21)
where

Comparing this finite-temperature expansion with the
zero-temperature one (2.14) we can finally state that K~(x,x;s}= d7 8 'H&(x, x;r),I s o

(4.7)

His(x, x;r}=H(x,x;r) 1 +2 g ( —1)"e
n=1

(3.22)

with H~(x, x; r}given by the generalized expansion (3.21)
Substituting these expressions and splitting the integral

limits in (4.7) in order to justify the use of the asymptotic
expansion [19],we have (observe that now d =2)

Again the liinits P—+ ao and v~0 are equivalent. This
fact shows that the finite-temperature expansion reduces
to the zero-temperature one in an elegant and transparent
way.

IV. AXIAL MODEL AT FINITE TEMPERATURE

As we have mentioned before, even if we adopt the (-
function regularization approach to compute the anoma-
ly, Seeley's coefficients, present in the heat-kernel asymp-
totic expansion, are needed. This fact has already been
reported in the literature for zero-temperature calcula-
tions. In this section, we will show how to use the gen-
eralized heat-kernel expansion (3.21) together with a Mel-
lin transformation in order to compute the anomaly
through the g-function technique for theories at finite
temperature. We shall work in a concrete example.

Let us consider the axial model at finite temperature.
This model describes the interaction of a massive pseu-
doscalar field y with a massless fermion field P in terms
of a derivative coupling. The corresponding partition
function for this model is given by [18]

K (x,x;s)= f der' g a ( r/P)r~1

4nl s o m=0

+ f dr v 'H&(x, x;~),I s s
(4.8)

00

f d~r' g a (0)r
m=0

00

+ f dry' g a (0}r
2irl s o m=0

X g ( —1)"exp
n=1

—n 2 2

4w
(4.9)

where 5 is an arbitrary small parameter.
Since H&(x, x;r)~, o~ exp( Aor) (we —are assuming

positive-definite operators), the second integral in (4.8) is
some entire analytical function of s in the whole complex
plane, say F(s)

On the other hand, we have that the first integral is
equal to

Z(P)=N(13) f [dg][d1(][de]

X exp —fd x(PDP+iX )

where

D =y"(8„+igoy sB„q&)

(4.1)

(4.2)

The first integral. in the above expression leads to the
usual result for K' '(x, x;s) at zero temperature. It is
easy to see that the second integral in this expression van-
ishes in the "splitting limit" 5~0. Substituting this re-
sult in (4.7), collecting the powers in r, and performing
the integration, we obtain
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CQ ps +m —1

E~(x,x;s) = a (0)
4mI (s+1) 0 s+m —1

sF (s)
I (s+1) (4.10)

Taking the limit s~0 in the above expression we see
that only one term of the series will contribute, that one
for which m —1=0. Consequently,

limE~(x, x;s)= a ((0) .
1

s-o ' '
4m

(4.1 1)

Using (2.17b) and the fact that here X = (ig—a—y5e""Fs,
we have

limE~(x, x;s) = (igay 6' F ),1
(4.12)

where I'„=—B„A —8 A „,with A „=d" B~. Hence

1 &go
2A(x)~c= tr[y5a, (0)]= e" F

2m. '
2m

(4.13)

and we find the regularized Jacobian (after coming back
to the original (p)

lgoJp(a)= exp d x a(x)e""F„„

go= exp jd x a(x)() (pB"(p2' P (4.14)

2

S = d x — 1 — ByBp—2 1 go
eff 2 2m

m
qr +igB~

(4.15)

where y is a free fermion field exactly as occurs at zero
temperature. This effective action leads to the following
equation of motion for the g field

(() +mi()(p=O, (4.16)

In order to decouple the fermion field from the pseu-
doscalar one, we can proceed in exactly the same way as
in the zero-temperature case, that is, we must make a
finite (and not infinitesimal) chiral transformation with
a(x)=(p(x) and now compute the corresponding non-
trivial Jacobian arising from this transformation. Al-
though this is not an easy task, the result can be obtained
by any iterative procedure such as those exposed in Refs.
[3,6]. For the model at hand, it can be shown straightfor-
wardly that the final effective action reads

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown in this work how the heat-kernel
asymptotic expansion for theories at zero temperature
can be generalized to incorporate temperature effects. In
fact, we have shown that if we try to keep a close analogy
with the zero-temperature case, all we can do is write a
series expansion for the heat kernel, but this time with
coefficients that, besides their P dependence, also depend
on the regularization parameter ~, but in such a way that,
for a fixed ((3, these "generalized coefficients" do not ad-
mit a power-series expansion at &~/P=0. We obtained a
general expression for the a (Vr/13) and computed ex-
plicitly two of them associated with an operator of physi-
cal relevance.

We also observed that the dependence on these param-
eters is through the interesting ratio +r/P. This result
refiects the fact that the regularization limit ~~0 coin-
cides precisely with the zero-temperature limit P~~.
Since anomalies can be calculated from Seeley's
coefficients in the limit ~~0, our result also provides a
transparent way of confirming the well-known tempera-
ture independence of the anomalies. The physical inter-
pretation for this fact is that the chiral anomaly is an ul-
traviolet kind of divergence (its origin can be viewed as
due to the products of operators at the same point of
space time), while temperature effects are sensible only
near the mass shell. Some of these results were illustrated
in our discussion of the axial model.

As a final remark, it is worth mentioning that, since
the Casimir effect in theories at zero temperature arises
from imposing spatial boundary conditions similar to
those present in the time variable for theories at finite
temperature, we think our results may be useful for this
kind of calculation too.
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APPENDIX

Here, we shall prove (3.11) or, in the other words, we
shal1 evaluate the series

where
+ oo

[y(n + ') ]I'e ( —n (n+)'( (A 1)

mo
mg =

(1—
g() /2m. )

(4.17)

is, then, identified with the renormalized mass of the
theory and coincides precisely with that found in the
zero-temperature case. This was an expected result, since
the (finite) mass renormalization present in this model is
due to the anomalous divergence of the axial-vector
current.

where p is a non-negative integer. This series appears in
the calculation of the heat kernel at finite temperature for
Fermi fields. In fact, we are interested in transforming
this slowly convergent series into a rapid one. This could
be achieved in an elegant way with the aid of the
Riemann g function (as well as the generalized Riemann

function). However, we propose an easier method
based directly on Cauchy's theorem. Let us, then, con-
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sider the complex integral

Z2

I= (yz }i'e
C 27TJZ+ 1

dz

z =n +—', n =0,+1,+2, ... .

whose poles of the integrand lie at

(A2)

(A3}
Cp

Xo

C)

i& ImZ=&

Yo

Rez= X
Choosing the contour C conveniently in order to pick

up the contribution of all poles (as in Fig. 1), the residue
theorem leads to Cg -yo

I=2nig .residues

+ oo

[y(n + i )2.]ipe
— (yn+1/2) g (A4) FIG. 1. A convenient contour which encloses all poles in the

complex plane.

1

e 27Tlz+ 1 n=0
( 1 )n 27Iinz' (A5)

Having established our main idea, let us proceed and
perform the integration over the complex variable z. In
Fig. 1, the contour C is such that the limit xo~ ~ is tak-
en in order to include all the poles (A3). Since p is a fixed
finite integer, the integral over the paths C2 and C4 van-
ish as xo —+ ao.

To calculate the integral over C, we expand the
denominator of the integrand,

7TI =—
y

' 1/2

e nn—lyy
1=0n=0

' 21

C(, (A9)
Vy

where

Ct'= (2P )!

(2i)I(p —i)!2 &
(A 10)

A similar calculation can be done for I3 (corresponding
to the contour C3), but now, since z =x —iyo, instead of
(A5), we must expand the denominator of the integrand
in (A2) as

where z =x+iyo, yo) 0 and we can make e "as small
as we want, so

1

277lz+ 1

e
—27Tlz

—27Tlz+ 1

—2niz y ( 1)n 2ninz-

n=0
+ oo+iyp QO= f [yz ] e yz y ( 1)ne2ninzdz—oo +iy 0 n=0 n=0

1 )ne 2ni (n +1)z— (A 1 1)

+ oo +lyp
1)ne

—n n /y f
Y n=0 Vy

Xe ' dz', (A6)

where z' =&y(z inn /y )—. Expanding the binomial

Hence, we find
' 1/2

7T P
( 1)ne

—w-n /1

n=0 1=0

Equating now

21

Ct' .
y.

(A12)

2p
in~
&r

using the formula

'1
,(2~ i) in n (2p)!

v~y (2p —1)!i! (A7)

S=—I=—I —I1 3 7

we finally obtain
' 1/2

(2p —1 }!!

(A13)

z e az'=f (zp-2n —.' . , (2p —2i —1}!!~-
77 7—oo +gy 2p

—1
(A8)

p 2 2
1)ne nn~/y y-

n=1 1=O
CI'

where (2p —21 —1}!!=1X3X5 . X(2p —2l —1), and
the fact that only even powers of z' contribute, we find

(A14)

where Cf =Cf/C$, which completes the proof of (3.11).
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